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3M DI-NOC

ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES
3M DI-NOC Architectural Finishes are self-adhesive materials that are designed for interior and exterior
decoration, along with refurbishment projects.
Lustalux, suppliers and approved installers of
internal and external architectural and building related films.
Transforming décor both inside and out.

Every surface becomes a potential project to rehabilitate and redesign space. With more than 800 different patterns
in the range, endless application opportunities are possible on; ceilings, walls, facades, doors, columns, bars, counters,
cupboards, lifts, partitions, department stores, offices, restaurants, lobbies, bathrooms, hospitals, banks and conference
rooms.

see.
Replica finishes that are hard to distinguish from the real
material.

touch.
Textures that enhance, uplift and transform interiors.

feel.
Create amazing spaces and high quality customer experiences
at a fraction of the cost.

3M DI-NOC TREND LINE

3M DI-NOC EXTENDED RANGE

Trend Line incorporates the most popular 80 patterns,
including metallics, fabrics, wood, leather, carbon and
single colour finishes.

The wider range includes 850+ additional patterns
including metallic, fabrics, flip colours, wood,
leather, carbon and single colour for decoration and
refurbishment. The film is tested according to the EN 15102:
2008 with some patterns also offering EN13501-1. The
extended range also includes E-series, which is a PVC free
option for environmentally friendly projects, and EX series
that is suitable for exterior applications.

Application of DI-NOC self-adhesive products can be
done in situ, meaning modifications to surface designs
in intricate environments can be done with minimal
disruption.
Key Benefits
• Cost savings over traditional remodelling costs
• Faster to install with minimal preparation, noise
and mess
• Easier to repair damaged film section
• Fire resistant and IMO certified for peace of mind

3M Endorsed
Installer
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Lustalux uses materials from only the best brands, and our installers are
all manufacturer trained and approved giving our clients confidence
in the knowledge that both materials and workmanship are fully
guaranteed.

before.

Key Benefits
• Recreates the look of natural materials
• More cost effective than a classic refurbishment
• Easy, effortless and ultra-fast installation process
• 10 year guarantee against changes in appearance

after.
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EXAMPLES OF REFURBISHMENT VERSUS NEW PROJECT COST:
Hotel Lift

Hotel Bar

Office Reception

Bar Area

• Refurbishment = £1,300

• Refurbishment = £2,800

• Refurbishment = £3,300

• Refurbishment = £15,800

• New = £5,200

• New = £18,000

• New = £19,000

• New = £120,000

• 75% saving

• 85% saving

• 83% saving

• 87% saving

before.

MINIMAL
DISRUPTION
FOR
APPLICATION

during.

after.

NEW LIFE INTO
FURNITURE
AND INTERIOR
SURFACES

We’ve been open since 2008 and the toilets were
looking a bit dated. We initially had the idea of
renovating the whole toilets, which involved
ripping the spaces out and fitting new IPS panels
and new toilet cubicles. After a bit of investigation
we found that it was quite a costly experience and
the panels were not actually in bad condition. So
we looked at Lustalux for another option; more
cost effective and time efficient. So that would
involve wrapping the toilets and giving them the
look and feel of new toilets, without having to rip
out all the existing furniture and equipment.
Zak Khachik
Head Of Operations
ACC Liverpool
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QUICK AND
EASY ON SITE
INSTALLATION

after.
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PAINTING
WITH FILM

AVERY DENNISON
FACADE FILM

Avery Dennison Facade Film is available in 22 standard colours, with these off the shelf colours covering a broad range to
suit your needs. Colour matching is also available. The application of wrapping vinyl is an extremely specialised process
and although Lustalux has had these capabilities for many years, we have now received official recognition from one of
the main manufacturers, Avery Dennison.
Although wrapping is normally associated with vehicles, there is a growing demand for the covering
of numerous architectural surfaces. The facade film is an external grade vinyl guarenteed for up to
ten years and is an addition to our range of 3M Di-Noc, Cover Styl’, and LG Hausys internal architectural
wrapping films.

Key Benefits
• Fast, clean and easy redecoration
• Conforms over curved, irregular surfaces for a smooth paint-like finish
• Cost effective solution versus conventional paint
• Minimal disruption and downtime
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